
 

 

 

 

     THE LIGHT 
            ( D - major ) 

 
      D             A 

1. I want to dive into to the profundity of existence , 
G             D    A 

  far away from common bustle, redundant fun. 
   D       A 

  Would like to drink out of the source of rest and silence, 
    G     D         A 

  where`s no constraint and nothing should be done.  
 h       fis 

  Where I can clean up all my thoughts and feelings, 
  G         D4   D  A 

  and explore the depth of life as well, 
  D      G       Fis  h 

  where all the flowers of light hope are climbing, 
     D      G  D  A 

  where nature ´s drawing us into its spell. 

 

2. Want to escape, forget those daily troubles, 

   I feel inward power in my mind, 

   Want to get free, but as well being sheltered, 

   I want to leave the load of strain behind. 

   A touch of blissfulness I may feel inside, 

   and may contentment make me free. 

   I want to get this sort of consciousness, 

   which can arise from the harmony. 

 

3. I want to dive into the ocean of a deap peace, 

   to trace the sense of my life, 

   to breathe the ether of a fulfilled being, 

   where no doubts are troubling and no strife. 

   May be, a beam of that bright light can reach me, 

   which leads us from beginning till the end, 

   which doesn`t fade, if even worlds are perishing, 

   which brings us warmth, can makes us free, content.  

 

4. That light might kindle in these days the first spark, 

   that`s lifting to the flame of fulfilled dreams, 

   that turns the darkened days into the brightness, 

   enlivening our being with its gleam. 

   In bad times it may always give us power, 

   if we` re in inner or in outer need. 
     D     G      Fis h 

     D     G      Fis h 

   [: It may conduct us to the final destination, 
    G     D    G D  A 

    G     D    G A  D 

   where all the souls forever shall be freed.:]  2x 
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